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FARMER
ファーマー

“I decided to start farming because I was moved by the 
beauty of the farmland in Aizu.” 
Local farmer Makoto Mano moved to Aizu Wakamatsu 
13 years ago from outside of the prefecture. After 
studying agricultural methods under a farming family, 
Mano began growing his own tomatoes at Aizu 
Sengari Farm in 2016. “Our tomatoes are defined 
by their pleasant texture and balanced flavor that is 
both sweet and sour,” Mano remarks. Mano is always 
diving into new things, from producing YouTube 
videos about tomato farming to developing a lineup 
of 6 products, including tomato curry. He is motivated 
and encouraged by the positive feedback he receives 
from his customers. He smiled as he told us, “It always 
makes me really happy whenever someone says they 
like our tomatoes.”

Today's Person

MAKOTO MANO

Today’s theme is 

　　　“Cancellation Stamps” 

Have you ever noticed the mark placed over a 
postage stamp after it’s been used? The mark is called 
a “cancellation” and is printed by the postal service to 

Manabeko-kun’s History Corner
Manabeko-kun no  Rekishi Zakkichou.

まなべこくんの歴史雑記帳

prevent postage stamps from being re-used. Among these 
cancellations, there are a few special variations known as 
“memorial cancellations” and “pictorial cancellations.”
Memorial cancellations are used to mark specifi c holidays 
or events, so they are only used for a limited time. In Aizu 
Wakamatsu, memorial cancellations were used in 1937 to 
commemorate the completion of the city hall building, and 
again in 1965 following the reconstruction of Tsurugajo 
Castle（①）. 

Pictorial cancellations have unique shapes and designs 
for each post offi  ce. Here are some examples of the many 
pictorial cancellations that can be found around Aizu 
Wakamatsu.②Wakamatsu-Minamimachi Post Office: In 
this stamp, an illustration of Tsurugajo Castle and its guard 
tower are framed by an elliptical shape resembling an Aizu 
lacquerware bowl. ③Wakamatsu-Iawase Post Offi  ce: This 
detailed stamp is shaped like a Japanese persimmon and 
depicts Tsurugajo Castle surrounded by Ishibei Cherry 
Blossoms, with the Kyu-Takizawa Daimyo Office in the 
foreground. ④Wakamatsu-Uwamachi Post Office: This 
stamp is shaped to look like a sake brewery’s storehouse 
and depicts an image of an Edo-era postman passing in 
front of Tsurugajo Castle.⑤Kita-Aizu Post Office: This 
stamp’s simple round shape frames an image of local fi refl y 
mascot “Pikarin,” and a three-spined stickleback fi sh native 
to Hakusan Pond. 
  Hirota Post Office: This round stamp depicts a Kuya 
Dance being performed in front of Hachiyoji Temple with 
Mt. Bandai visible in the background.
  These types of pictorial cancellations use historical 
locations and local products to provide a snapshot of the 
region they represent. In other words, you can learn a lot 
about what characterizes your local area just by looking at 
the cancellation stamp! There are a wide variety of diff erent 
pictorial cancellations around Aizu Wakamatsu, so next 
time you visit your local post office, try finding out what 
their cancellation stamp looks like!

◎ Contact…Cultural  Division（☎ 39-1305）

① ② ③

④ ⑤
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History Connection in the Tonokuchi Waterway
Tonokuchi ga tunagu suto-ri-

戸ノ口がつなぐストーリー

  Nearly 430 years have passed since the daimyo Gamō 
Ujisato arrived in Aizu Wakamatsu. He was the first 
of three generations of Gamō who governed over the 
Aizu region at the end of The Warring States Period. 
Some of his most notable accomplishments include the 
construction of Tsurugajo Castle and the surrounding 
town, as well as the promotion of industrial development 
in Aizu. Traces of Ujisato’s signature can still be 
found today in remnants of the original castle town he 
established. Fallowing in his family’s footsteps, Ujisato’s 
grandson Gamō Tadasato oversaw the construction of the 
Tonokuchi Waterway, a project that was crucial for the 
development of Aizu Wakamatsu. Even now, hundreds 
of years later, the waterway still plays a vital role in 
supporting life in the city. 

◎ The Birth of a Castle Town
Before Gamō Ujisato began governing over Aizu 
Wakamatsu, many prominent samurai had already 
established territory in the region, and the land was 
dotted with samurai estates, merchant dwellings, artisan 
workshops, temples, and shrines. As such, Ujisato 
decided to lay out the city’s infrastructure alongside 

the construction of Tsurugajo Castle. Ujisato built the 
castle’s surrounding walls and moat in an elliptical 
shape extending about 2 km to the east and west, 1 km 
south, and 8 km north of the castle’s main structure. 
The statesman’s offices were placed inside the wall, 
and 16 gateways were constructed along the wall to 
fortify the castle’s defenses. The merchants, artisans, 
temples, shrines, and middle- to lower-class soldiers 
were positioned outside of the castle walls. With the 
construction of the castle walls and moat, Ujisato 
improved the city’s defenses and fi re-prevention systems, 
while also establishing a clear divide in social status 
between warriors and merchants. 

◎ A Town for Warriors and a Town for Merchants
The warrior’s town within the castle walls mainly 
consisted of statesman’s offices and was sectioned into 
rectangular blocks that aligned with the roads. Roads 
running east to west were suffixed with “~cho”, and 
roads running north to south were suffi  xed with “~dori”. 
Outside of the castle gates lived merchants who had 
traveled with Ujisato from his hometown of Hino and 
his previous residence in Matsusaka. The influential 
Ashina family lived to the west in Omachi, and from 
there regular merchants and craftsman settled in. The 
merchants grouped together with those in similar 
industries to form towns and opened their local markets 
on diff erent days throughout the year. The fi rst and largest 
market of the year took place in Omachi on January 10th, 
a tradition that still exists today. Throughout rest of the 
year, markets were held in the varying towns on specifi c 
days of each month. For example, on the 1st and 8th of 
each month, markets were held in Babamachi. On the 
2nd and 7th, they were held in Hongōmachi, on the 3rd 
they were held in Mikkamachi, on the 4th and 9th they 
were held in Keirinjimachi, on the 5th and 10th they 
were held in Omachi, and on the 6th they were held in 
Muikamachi.

Under the Gamō family’s rule, Aizu Wakamatsu’s 
beautiful castle town was completed, local industry 
developed and thrived, and water – an essential for life – 
became conveniently accessible. Through their various 
accomplishments, Ujisato and his successors built the 
foundation for the Aizu Wakamatsu of today. The legacy 
of the Gamō family transcends time, and its memories 
are living all around us. In your day-to-day routine, if 
you ever find yourself looking up to the sky or gazing 
across the beautiful landscape of Aizu, take a moment to 
ponder the treasures connecting us to the generations of 
the past.

Above Iimori mountain Cave in Iimori mountain

Inwashiro lake and Mt.Bandai
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Instagram
insutaguramu

インスタグラム

Aizu Gurmet Event"Syoku no Jin"
(Store introduction)

  “When it comes to Aizu’s local rice, the fl avor shines 
through even after it’s made into dumplings,” says local 
business owner, Satou Koichi. Satou is the president of 
“Kumanoya,” a Japanese confectionery shop located 
in the Nanokamachi shopping district. For Shoku no 
Jin’s autumn theme, Kumanoya will be off ering their “7 
Lucky Dumplings.” This array of sweet rice dumplings 
is available in 7 diff erent fl avors, including both coarse 
and smooth red bean paste, walnut paste, white and 
black sesame, roasted soybean, and green soybean. The 
dumplings are eaten in one bite so that the soft texture 
of the dumplings mixes with the sweetness of the bean 
paste. Then, the gentle fragrance of the rice spreads 
across the palette in a light aftertaste. “We use local Aizu 
‘Koshihikari’ rice, which is mashed and formed into 
dumplings immediately after it’s been freshly cooked.” 
With a warm smile, Satou told us, “Although the 

  This t ime,we would l ike 
to introduce a picture of the 
'Nakano Takeko' statue taken by 
@21sakon.

◉ Contact… Secretarial and 
Public Hearing Division

（☎ 0242-39-1245) ↑ Our Instagram page's 
QR code 

Aizu Syoku no jin（Omise no Syoukai）
あいづ食の陣 ( お店の紹介 )

The Theme for Autumn is "Rice and Sake"

Today's Food

               "7 Lucky Dumplings"
                                              Kashitukasa KUMANOYA

〔Special Autumn Illumination〕
▼Time: October 30th and 31st, November 1st, 6th, 
7th,8th,13th,14th, and 15th.
From 5:30p.m. to 8:30p.m.  ※Last entry 8:00pm
▼Price: ◉ Adults - \330 ◉ High School Students - \270 
◉ Elementary and Junior High School Students - \160
▼Notice: ◎ Closed during heavy rain. ※The park will 
remain open for mild rain. ◎ Visitors who have a fever 
of 37.5°C (99.5 °F) are asked to refrain from entering 
the park. Masks are required for all visitors. ◎ Park 
attendance will be limited during crowded times.  

〔Fall Color Viewing Party〕
General park admission is free. In accordance with 

coronavirus prevention measures, food stalls and other 
related activities will be cancelled for this year’s fall 

Oyakuen Special Autumn Illumination
Oyakuen tokubetsu raito appu

御薬園特別ライトアップ

Kashitukasa KUMANOYA
Address:Nanuka-machi5-17
Business hours:
9:30 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
TEL:0242-22-7411

dumplings are sold all year 
long, they’re definitely 
tastiest  during the fall 
when the rice is freshly 
harvested.” 

color viewing. 
▼Time: Tuesday, November 
3rd（Culture Day）8:30a.m. ～
5:00p.m. ※Last entry 4:30p.
m.

◎ Contact…Oyakuen (☎
27-2472)
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  Please put out garbage and recycling properly at the 
designated location by 8:30 a.m. on the day of collection 
in accordance with the schedule/rules.

◎ Contact...Waste Management Division( ☎ 0242-27-3961)

Let’s put out our garbage
and recycling propely

tadashiku dasou gomi to sigenbutsu

正しく出そう　ごみと資源物

  The pool is open on the following days.

Community Pool Information (Oct.) 
komyuniti pu-ru no kaikanbi (10gatsu)

コミュニティプールの開館日（10 月）

Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
1 2 3
○ ○ ○

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
○ × ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
○ × ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Open Hours (×Closed): ○ 9: 00 am- 9: 00pm

October
4th

(Sun)
●Houzando Yakkyoku Ougimachi-ten
(Ikki-machi Kamega ☎ 33-9383)

October
11th
(Sun)

●Kabocha Yakkyoku Niidera-ten
(Monden-machi Niidera ☎ 29-1214)

October
18th
(Sun)

●Kabocha Yakkyoku Niidera-ten
(Monden-machi Niidera ☎ 29-1214)
●Suzuran Yakkyoku(Miya-machi ☎ 29-4193)

October
25th
(Sun)

●Apple Yakkyoku(Kachino-machi ☎ 29-4193)
●Zene Fa-mu Higashisakae-machhiten
(Higashisakae-machi ☎ 38-3350)

November
1st

(Sun)
●Aiai Yakkyoku(Jousai-machi ☎ 29-6666)

November
3rd

(Tue)

●Zene Fa-mu Tateumaten(Tateuma-machi ☎ 85-8568)
●Kusunoki Yakkyoku Nishiwakmatsuten
(Zaimoku-chou 1-chome ☎ 36-5188)

After-Hours Pharmacies
Kyuujitsu touban Yakkyoku

休日当番薬局

〔Banding Together in the Face of Covid-19〕
  As the novel coronavirus infection (COVID-19) continues 
to spread across the country, positive cases were first 
confirmed in Aizu Wakamatsu on August 19th. We hope 
those who have been infected will have a fast recovery.
  Anyone is susceptible to contracting the novel 
coronavirus, and therefore discriminatory language or 
treatment towards those affected by the virus must not 
be tolerated. Infected patients and their families, as well 
as our hard-working healthcare professionals, must be 
treated with care and respect. We ask that singling out 
aff ected individuals, treating them with prejudice, slander, 
or inconsiderate behavior be prevented at all costs. As 
citizens, it is essential that we not only act to reduce our 
own risk of exposure, but that we show consideration for 
the community by protecting others. Similarly, we must 
work as a team to stop the spread of the coronavirus by 
adapting to the “new normal” of preventative living. We 
ask for everyone’s continued cooperation in wearing 
masks, washing hands often, and avoiding the “Three 
C’s” (Closed spaces, Crowded place, and Close-contact 
settings). 
  We would also like to extend our thanks to the healthcare 
professionals, caregivers, social service workers, educators, 
public transportation workers, small-business owners, 
and everyone serving the community under the new 
coronavirus prevention measures. We wish to share our 
utmost respect and gratitude with all those working hard to 
maintain our essential services and keep our city running 
in these challenging circumstances.

Finally, we thank you for your patience regarding the 
distribution of information on new infections. Efforts 
are being made to investigate and respond to new cases 
in a timely manner, while taking patient’s privacy into 
consideration. However, unlike the larger cities which 
have their own designated health centers, all information 
regarding new cases in Aizu Wakamatsu is collected by 
the prefectural health center. As such, we are only able 
to provide details on new cases as they arrive from the 
prefectural health center. We thank you for your patience 
as we work to provide information and updates as often as 
possible. From everyone here at the city offi  ce, we want to 
thank you for your cooperation and understanding as we 
work to overcome this diffi  cult situation together.
◎Contact…Secretarial and Public Hearing Division（☎
0242-39-1245)

Message from the Mayor
Sichou karano messe-ji

市長からのメッセージ
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If you are receiving this newsletter and plan to change your address or leave Japan, please 
make sure to tell us of your new address or your departure date so that we may forward or 
cancel this newsletter.
  Please contact us by phone, fax, or e-mail as soon as possible. Public information and 
Public Hearing Section(Kouhou Kouchou group), Aizu Wakamatsu City Hall 3-46 Higashi 
Sakae-machi, Aizu Wakamatsu City, Fukushima 965-8601
・TEL: 0242-39-1206 FAX: 0242-39-1402
・Email: hisho@tw.city.aizuwakamatsu.fukushima.jp
　★Visit our home page! 
     http://www.city.aizuwakamatsu.fukushima.jp/ in English and 中文

City Public
Homepage

Living
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October
4th

(Sun)

Internal
medicine そね内科クリニック

Sone Naika Clinic
33-
1024 Ogi-machi

Surgery 佐瀬皮膚科医院
Sase Hifuka Iin

33-
1122 Byakko-machi

Dentistry 加羽沢歯科医院
Kabasawa Shika Iin

26-
0418

Sumiyoshi-
machi

October
11th
(Sun)

Internal
medicine 

おのぎレディースクリ
ニック
Onogi Ladies Clinic

36-
5051

Monden-machi 
Niidera

Surgery 石田眼科医院
Ishida Ganka Iin

27-
0858 Nisshin-machi

Dentistry おんだ歯科医院
Onda Shika Iin

22-
6311

Ikki-machi 
Tsuruga

October
18th
(Sun)

Internal
medicine

にいでら診療所
Niidera Shinryoujo

38-
3676

Monden-machi 
Niidera

Surgery こばり耳鼻咽喉科クリ
ニック
Kobari Jibiinkouka 
Clinic

29-
0800 Miya-machi

Dentistry 神田歯科医院
Kanda Shika Iin

24-
1182 Miya-machi

October
25th
(Sun)

Internal
medicine  

さいとう内科胃腸科ク
リニック
Saito Naika Ichouka 
Clinic

38-
3717 Miya-machi

Surgery 米山眼科
Yoneyama Ganka

27-
0862

Higashisakae-
machi

Dentistry 菊地歯科医院
Kikuchi Shika Iin

27-
8111 Kitaaoki

November
1st

(Sun)

Internal
medicine 

遠山胃腸科内科医院
Toyama Ichouka Naika 
Iin

24-
8911 Jouhou-machi

Surgery 山田整形外科医院
Yamada Seikeigeka Iin

26-
2772 Omote-machi

Dentistry きみ歯科・口腔外科ク
リニック
Kimi Shika・
Koukougeka Clinic

93-
6487

Monden-machi 
Kuro

November
3rd

(Tue)

Internal
medicine

たてうまクリニック
Tateuma Clinic

29-
2112

Tateuma-
machi

Surgery 会津クリニック
Aizu Clinic

38-
1150

Zaimoku-chou 
1-chome

Dentistry さとう歯科クリニック
Sato Shika Clinic

22-
8148

Kouzashi-
machi Kuroiwa

After-Hours Medical Facilities

Measurement
Location

Measured
Value

Measurement
Location

Measured
Value

Aizu 
Wakamatsu 
CityHall

0.09 Kita Public 
Hall 0.07

Aizu 
Wakamatsu 
Station

0.06 Kozashi-machi 
Takaku 0.08

Higashiyama 
Elementary 
School

0.07 Kozashi-machi 
Kitashigo 0.05

Iimoriyama 
Mountain 
Tourist 
Information 
Center

0.06
Kawahigashi-
machi 
Takatsuka

0.08

Ikki-machi 
Tsuruga 0.06

Kawahigashi-
machi 
Kumanodo

0.06

Matsunaga 
Danchi 0.05 Kawahigashi-

machi Hirota 0.05

Yanagiwara-
machi 0.06 Kitaaizu-machi 

Shimoarai 0.09

Monden-machi 
Niidera 0.07

Kawanami 
Elementary 
School

0.07

Minami Public 
Hall 0.07 Oto Public Hall 0.04

Aizu General 
Athletic Park 0.07

Minato 
Citizen's 
Center

0.04

Radiation Doses as of September 15th
housyasenryou jouhou 9gatu 15 niti

放射線量情報（9/15）

▼Attention: 
  Aizu Wakamatsu Area Code=0242 *Please dial the area code fi rst.
Medical examinations and treatments for the internal, pediatrics, 
and surgery departments are accepted from 9:00am until 5:00pm. 
Dentistry is from 10:00am to 4:00pm.
  You can also check for available doctors during holidays on the 
city’s mobile website. *Japanese only. 

Emergency medical care at night
Yakan Kyuubyou center

夜間急病センター

Night Emergency Clinic ☎ 0242-28-1199
・Departments: Internal medicine and  
   pediatrics
・Check-in time: 7 days a week: 
   6:30pm~10:30pm
・Location: Yamaga-machi 1-22 1st fl oor 
   of the Kinkyo Community Center

Roster

Kyuujitsu touban Iin

休日当番医院


